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Introduction
hen faced with the question
of ‘where are all the young
adults?’, it can be quite difﬁcult
to know where to begin. This
resource is not intended to provide text book
answers or be the ﬁnal word; rather, we hope
it will generate a conversation and present
an opportunity for our churches to listen and
think through how they can engage with
young adults already in the church, those
who may have left the church and those who
have never had contact with the church.
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As you read the sections and hear the stories
and ideas, our intention is not to overwhelm
you with a list of things you should or could
be doing. This resource tackles a whole
range of questions and issues facing young
adults and our purpose is to enable you to

develop creative and local responses that are
appropriate to your context.
The resource is divided into two main sections.
The ﬁrst section under the heading ‘Questioning
Spirituality’, discusses how young adults
construct and practise their spiritual life within
church life; in other words, what does it mean
to follow Christ? The second section, which
we have titled ‘Lost in Transitions’ identiﬁes
that the life of a young adult is one which is
challenged with an overwhelming number of
transitions and choices, often in a short space
of time – university, employment, moving out
of home, relationships and getting married,
starting a family, debt, etc – and asks what
as churches are we doing, or can we do, to
support and help young adults through these
times.

Foreword
here have all the young adults
gone? What does faith and
church and life look like for
young adults? These were the
two questions we began asking as the Baptist
Union’s Younger Leaders’ Forum in 2004.
In November 2004 we were commissioned
by the BU Council to create a resource that
would enable churches to engage better with
young adults, and young adults to engage
better with church. Ctrl Alt Del is the result.
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Why Ctrl Alt Del? The lives of young adults are
shaped by technology, especially the personal
computer, and the combination of those keys
will reboot a computer, and perhaps even
churches! Ctrl, because church life can often
be about who’s in control? Alt, because as
churches, one response to the lack of young
adults might be to discover alternative ways of
being and doing church. And Del because so
many young adults have been deleted from our
congregations that we need to do something.
The resource was written together by the

younger leaders over several intensive
weekends alongside engagement with those
who have experience and expertise in this
area of church life. This book is not designed
to be a how-to guide; instead we hope it is
the beginning of a conversation about and
between young adults and church that will
lead to new initiatives and stories from our
churches.
The Younger Leaders’ Forum is made up
of representatives from the different Baptist
Associations. The members are leaders or
potential leaders from many different walks
of life. The group exists as a think tank and
a prophetic voice within the Baptist Union
of Great Britain, offering its perspective and
ideas on a wide variety of denominational and
other issues. In particular the group would like
to pay tribute to Adam Eakins for taking all
our manuscripts and weaving them into what
you are holding today.
The Baptist Union Younger Leaders’ Forum

Intro
here are many moments or times in
our lives when decisions we make
have big impacts on the rest of our
lives. We were often told at school,
‘this year is the one that really counts’ and
‘don’t mess this school year up otherwise
your life is over’. Often that is directed at
little eight-year-olds where quite clearly this
is not true. However, choices you make as
a follower of Jesus during your young adult
years will have an impact on the kind of
disciple you are. As John, a young adult said
recently, ‘It was not that I gave up the faith,
I just gradually drifted away from things.
I moved to a new area, new job and new
home and while busy getting settled into
these I realised that six months had passed
and I had not been to or connected with a
church.’
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The early years of adulthood are of
real importance as you will face many
challenges. To enable you to think these
through and work out how you are going
to respond as a follower of Jesus, we have
put together a short set of studies which will
hopefully help to equip and empower you to
live for Jesus in the whole of your life. These
can be done as an individual, or why not get
a few friends together to talk these things
over. It could be the start of a great journey.
Each study has an intro followed by a
case study. There is also an exercise and
reﬂection which will enable you to think the
issue through a bit further. Use what you
want from each study and add your own
ideas if you wish.
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